
Rshield Desk
Screen

The Desk Screen is a strong safety shield that has been
designed to protect people when sitting at their desks,
by acting as a physical barrier against airborne
droplets.The screens also enforce social distancing
and can be used as desk dividers.There is a choice of
2 plastic panels and 3 different sizes available.
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Product Features
Desk Screen

There are 3 available sizes of the plastic panels to allow the Desk Screen to
be suitable for almost any desk size.There is the option of a clear 3mm thick
PETG plastic, or a fluted 6mm thick plastic. Both materials are sturdy and
rigid, and can be easily cleaned.The clear panel is designed to not feel
intrusive, and the fluted panel is ideal for when more privacy is required.

There is no need for any bolts or screws as the portable screen simply sits on
the top of the desk.There are rubber feet on the bottom of the base to
protect the desk if it is knocked into, or dragged along the surface.

With facilities in London and Essex all of our Rshield products are designed
and made in the UK.

The base allows for the screens to be easily adjusted and locked into place.
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Detailed Specification
The Performer 3 Stand

Detailed Specification
Desk Screen
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Specifier’s description
A lightweight protection screen for desks,with an
unfixed base. Base made from a mild steel with rubber
feet to protect the surface. Provision to adjust plastic
panel position and lock into place by the locking cam

at the top off the bases. Solid plastic panels made from
either 3mm clear PETG, or 6mm fluted poly-carbonate. 3
sizes of plastic panels available.

Detailed Specification
Desk Screen
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Clear
750x670mm

Clear
1000x670mm

Clear
1500x670mm

Fluted
750x670mm

Fluted
1000x670mm

Fluted
1500x670mm

Structural Parts Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel

Feet Rubber Rubber Rubber Rubber Rubber Rubber

Panel 3mm Clear PETG 3mm Clear PETG 3mm Clear PETG 6mm Fluted Poly
carbonate

6mm Fluted Poly
carbonate

6mm Fluted Poly
carbonate

Coating Black powder
coat

Black powder
coat

Black powder
coat

Black powder
coat

Black powder
coat

Black powder
coat

Clear
750x670mm

Clear
1000x670mm

Clear
1500x670mm

Fluted
750x670mm

Fluted
1000x670mm

Fluted
1500x670mm

Width 750mm [29.5in] 1000mm [39.4in] 1500mm [59.1in] 750mm [29.5in] 1000mm [39.4in] 1500mm [59.1in]

Max height 682mm [26.9in] 682mm [26.9in] 682mm [26.9in] 682mm [26.9in] 682mm [26.9in] 682mm [26.9in]

Lowest height
to bottom of
panel

12mm [0.5in] 12mm [0.5in] 12mm [0.5in] 12mm [0.5in] 12mm [0.5in] 12mm [0.5in]

Weight 4.7kg [10.4lbs] 5.1kg [11.2lbs] 6.3kg [13.9lbs] 3.8kg [8.4lbs] 3.9kg [8.6lbs] 4.5kg [9.9lbs]

Clear
750x670mm

Clear
1000x670mm

Clear
1500x670mm

Fluted
750x670mm

Fluted
1000x670mm

Fluted
1500x670mm

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Part number
(1up)

91Q18-750x670 91Q18-1000x670 91Q18-1500x670 91Q28-750x670 91Q28-1000x670 91Q28-1500x670


